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Vmaxx GmbH & Co. KG 

Pricelist - Das Zubehoer for HYUNDAI i30 since 2007 until 2010

IP000CB Can-Bus Module  EUR  79,00
for vehicles that are not equipped with an analog speed signal. Universal usage. easy to install. p.e. for front
park assistance system, that requires a speed signal for the automatic deactivation at 10 km/h.
Without illustration

IP00645 Park distance control system fronttail  EUR  259,00
Frontrear parking system with four radio-controlled sensorsLCD display. It is not necessary to lay cables inside
the vehicle. The sensors can be paintedinstallation is easy.
Please note: This item cannot be extended to the version with eight sensors!
This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

IP00645FH Park distance control system fronttail  EUR  476,00
Parking system for the frontrear with eight radio-controlled sensors 18/16 mm in diameter, analog speed
signalLCD display. Master module manages frontrear module, variable installation of the sensors, can be
plugged in for outside installation, straightangle adapters included, with rear assembly installation flush with
the bumper (no caps visible), with included painting device for sensorsadapter solutions, displayintegrated
loudspeaker, hitch, Programmable spare wheelsensor range, volume, sound signaldisplay color adjustable.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VM01542E parking sensor for frontrear  EUR  119,00
with four sensors each 14 mm, LED bar displayacustic signal.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VMRBP209/B Rear Bumper Paint Protector  EUR  9,90*
Bumper protection made of high quality ABS plastic, black, CNC milled for a perfect fit, attachment with double-
sided adhesive tape from 3M. The original RGM loading sill protection can be fitted quickly and easily. Easy-to-
understand telegram-style assembly instructions are included with the delivery.- Item with minor defects at
special price
NOTE: Bumper protection only for station wagons up to MY 05/2010

VMRBP478 Rear Bumper Paint Protector  EUR  29,00*
Bumper protection made of high quality ABS plastic, black, CNC milled for a perfect fit, attachment with double-
sided adhesive tape from 3M. The original RGM loading sill protection can be fitted quickly and easily. Easy-to-
understand telegram-style assembly instructions are included with the delivery.
NOTE: Bumper protection only for sedans from MY 06/2010

* Remnants - partially limited stock. Exclusive accessories at a radically low price. Offer only available while stock lasts.

All prices in EUR including VAT. Delivery is ex works, excluding shipping costs. Errors, omissions and intermediate sale without notice.
For all goods and services shall apply our currently valid general terms and conditions. Updated: 17.4.2024
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